HONOR THE MAKERS

Cheese should not be wrapped in plastic food film because it is treated with plasticizers that make it stretchy and sticky, and those same chemicals leach into cheese and impact flavor. Plastic food film was designed to prevent food from spilling in the refrigerator and is a complete barrier. Cheese is a living, breathing, gastronomic miracle that suffocates in non-porous packaging. When stored properly, cheese lasts longer and retains the original flavor the cheesemaker intended. We import professional cheese packaging directly from industry leading European manufacturers. The products we sell are designed specifically for packaging and preserving cheese.

SAVE YOUR CHEESE - VIVE LE FROMAGE

TWO-PLY

The same material sold in our Cheese Storage Paper retail pack is the classic French cheese packaging used by many of the finest cheese purveyors. Two-Ply is composed of a thin sheet of polyethylene and a sheet of paper. Polyethylene is porous and is not treated with plasticizers that impact flavor. The plastic and paper work in concert to retain the proper humidity while allowing air exchange, keeping the cheese wrapped within happy and healthy. These sheets are suitable for packaging all types of cheese and charcuterie. Two-Ply is only available in sheets and is available for custom printing in three versions, glossy white, matte white and brown. We stock three different versions:

- **FORMATICUM TWO-PLY**
  - Black Cheese Crest Pattern on Glossy White
  - Available Sheet Sizes: 8x9, 9x12, 11x14 & 12x19

- **WHITE TWO-PLY**
  - Unprinted Glossy White
  - Available Sheet Sizes: 8x9, 9x12, 11x14, 12x19 & 17x23

- **BROWN TWO-PLY**
  - Unprinted Brown
  - Available Sheet Sizes: 8x9, 9x12, 11x14, 12x19 & 17x23

ONE-PLY

The same material used to make our Cheese Storage Bags is a more advanced version of Two-Ply. One-Ply is composed of brown paper that is spray coated with polyethylene, making a durable material that is available in sheets, rolls and bags. Polyethylene is porous and this material is not treated with plasticizers that impact flavor. The plastic and paper work in concert to retain the proper humidity while allowing air exchange, keeping the cheese wrapped within happy and healthy. Suitable for packaging all types cheese and charcuterie. One-Ply is available for custom printing and we stock sheets, rolls and bags:

- **FORMATICUM ONE-PLY SHEETS**
  - Black Cheese Crest Pattern on Brown
  - Available Sheet Sizes: 8x9, 9x12, 11x14 & 12x19

- **ONE-PLY SHEETS**
  - Unprinted Brown
  - Available Sheet Sizes: 8x9, 9x12, 11x14 & 12x19

- **ONE-PLY ROLL**
  - Unprinted Brown
  - Available Roll Width: 13.75

FORMATICUM CHEESE STORAGE BAGS

Available in both retail and bulk
ZERO
Compostable, biodegradable and recyclable. This plastic-free material has a cellulose based coating that makes it greaseproof yet porous to oxygen making it an ideal packaging solution for cheese. Suitable for packaging aged cheese and charcuterie. Zero is made of paper sourced from certified sustainable forests and is available for custom printing only in large volumes. We stock sheets in two versions:

FORMATICUM ZERO
GREEN CHEESE CREST PATTERN ON WHITE
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES:
9x13 & 13x19

WHITE ZERO
GREEN TEXT ONLY ALONG ONE EDGE ON WHITE
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES:
9x13 & 13x19

REUSABLE & RECYCLABLE SHEETS
This material uses 40% less plastic than other plastic materials because it is composed of 40% calcium carbonate and 60% polyethylene, making it 100% recyclable. These sheets can be reused after washing with warm soapy water and air drying. R&R sheets are the best material for cheese preservation because they protect against dehydration while regulating gas and water exchange preserving cheese longer and reducing waste. These sheets are not stretchy or sticky because they have not been treated with plasticizers that impact flavor. Suitable for packaging all types of cheese and charcuterie. R&R Sheets are available for custom printing only in large volumes. We stock white unprinted sheets.

R&R SHEETS
UNPRINTED WHITE
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES: 7x9, 9x14, 11x14, 14x18 & 18x28

CELOPHANE
Made from wood-based cellulose fibers, this plastic-free material is biodegradable and compostable in a commercial facility. This porous material is suitable for packaging all types of cheese, especially delicate bloomy rinds. Cellophane is not stretchy or sticky and is not treated with plasticizers that impact flavor. Perforated sheets allow extra airflow for geotrichum rinds. Only clear cellophane sheets are available for custom printing. We stock clear sheets and rolls, white sheets and clear perforated sheets:

CLEAR SHEETS
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES:
8x9, 9x12 & 11x14

CLEAR ROLLS
AVAILABLE ROLL WIDTHS:
9.85 & 11.75

WHITE SHEETS
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES:
8x9, 9x12 & 11x14

MICRO-PERFORATED CLEAR SHEETS
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES: 9x9 & 11x11
SUPER WAX

Our Super Wax cheese storage paper is not your average wax paper, that is why we call it Super Wax! This paper performs very important functions: it allows cheese to breathe and maintains the delicate balance of humidity required to prevent cheese from drying out. This paper is manufactured in France specifically for cheese and is used by many of the finest French cheese purveyors. This translucent material allows the product wrapped within to be seen and is suitable for packaging all types of cheese and charcuterie. Super wax is available for custom printing and we stock unprinted sheets.

SUPER WAX SHEETS
UNPRINTED WHITE
AVAILABLE SHEET SIZES: 8x9, 9x12, 11x14 & 12x19

FOIL

This is the same material used by the Comte Association and Fauchon, the legendary Paris retailer. This material is composed of foil laminated to wax coated paper, making it heat sealable and non-reactive. This material is a full barrier and is suitable for packaging aged cheeses, blue cheeses and butter. Foil is only available in rolls and can be custom printing. We stock unprinted rolls:

FOIL ROLLS
UNPRINTED SILVER
AVAILABLE WIDTH: 13.75

ENDUIT

This lightly wax coated paper is classic European packaging and is only available for custom printing. These greaseproof sheets are suitable for packaging all types of cheese and charcuterie. They prevent products from drying out while keeping butterfat and grease contained. This is our most economical option for custom printing.
WOOD TRAYS
These biodegradable and compostable wood trays are made from poplar grown in sustainably managed forests and are not treated or coated. These attractive, environmentally-friendly and cost-effective trays have countless uses for packaging all types of specialty foods: cheese, nuts, dried fruit and grab and go cheese plates. Wood Trays can be custom branded and other sizes are available for special order. We stock three sizes:

SMALL - 2.75 x 5
MEDIUM - 4.45 x 4.45
LARGE - 5 x 9

FAUX SLATE TRAYS
These trays are an attractive and cost-effective way to sell cheese plates. The black plastic trays are molded to look like slate. Use them for grab and go cheese and charcuterie plates. They are lightweight and come with well fitting clear plastic lids making them easy to merchandise and transport. We stock three sizes:

SMALL - 7 x 10
MEDIUM - 9 x 12
LARGE - 10 x 14

CHEESE SIGNS
Help your customers identify the cheese. Our signs are the perfect, low-cost, way to identify cheese on a platter. These sturdy and durable signs are made of white, food-grade, plastic roughly the thickness of a credit card. Cheese signs are available for custom printing and we stock three sizes:

SMALL - 1.25 x 2
MEDIUM - 1.85 x 2
LARGE - 2 x 2.25